
Troop Smart Cookies Training: Before the Sale

Setting Up Your Troop
Welcome to the troop training for Smart Cookies. This series will walk you through everything you need to know for 
a successful 2018 Cookie Program. 

In this lesson, we’ll cover how to set up your troop in Smart Cookies, including: 

• updating your troop information

• going over your troop roster

• how to manage troop users

• and setting your troop goal. 

First, we need to log in to ABCSmartCookies.com. For this video, we will log in as a troop volunteer. The first step is 
to update your troop information. Navigate to the “My Troop” heading and select “Troop Information.” 

Girls Active is the number of girls listed in your troop in the Troop Roster (we’ll cover that next). Girls Selling is 
the number of girls who have had cookies transferred to them or have made sales. Both of these will update 
automatically. For now you’ll want to update the Expected Number of Girls Selling, and either verify or enter your 
Troop Bank Account and Routing Number. Note that entering in the Expected Number of Girl Selling is a requirement 
for earning the Initial Order patch!

Next, let’s go to your Troop Roster under My Troop. This is where you can see, add, and delete girls from your troop. 
River Valleys will do a mass upload of girls prior to you logging in the first time, but you should verify that all the girls 
are correct and that no one is missing.  



Let’s say you need to add a girl to the troop. Click the “Add New Girl” box located below the list of girls. Simply type 
in the girl’s first and last name and enter a grade level and shirt size, which is used for rewards. You can also add 
the parent’s contact information. 

If you want to edit a girl’s information, click on the pencil icon at the far right of the girl’s line, update the 
information, and hit save. You can delete a girl by clicking on the trash icon. Note that you won’t be able to delete a 
girl once she has done an action in Smart Cookies, such as send an email or sold cookies. If you need to delete a 
girl from the troop who has done an action in Smart Cookies, please contact River Valleys. 

Next, let’s navigate to the “Troop User Management” page under “My Troop.” This is where you can add Smart 
Cookies girl users for your troop. Girls need to have user accounts with Smart Cookies in order to sell cookies 
online. Again, River Valleys will do a mass upload prior to the sale, but here is where you can manage, and add 
users as needed. 

If you need to add a girl user, click the “Add New User” box at the bottom of the list of girls. Note that you must add 
a girl to the troop roster before you can assign her a user account. Fill out all the boxes marked with a red asterisk. 
Enter in the girl information, email address, username, a temporary password, and be sure to select that the user 
must change password when they log in. 

At the bottom of the screen, you can choose whether or not to make the account active, and 
whether to send a registration email. For example, it is a good idea to select no to both of these if 
you are adding girl users before the sale starts, and you don’t want them to get an email yet. 

From the main page, you will be able to see users’ registration status. If they haven’t been sent their 
registration email yet, it will say “Pending Notification.” If they’ve received their email but have yet 
to register, it will say “Pending Registration.” Once they have completed registration, it will switch to 
“Registered.” You can also filter this column to see those who haven’t been sent emails, or those that 
still need to complete registration. 



You can easily re-trigger the registration email by selecting a girl, or girls, and clicking the “Manage Selected Users” 
button at the bottom and then “Send Registration Information”. We do not recommend using the “Send Registration 
Notification” button because that will trigger an email to all the girls in your troop.

You will also see icons to manage user permissions and report access on the right. These permissions are set at 
the council level, so you do not need to worry about these functions. 

Finally, let’s set our troop goal. Navigate back to the Dashboard, and the Troop Package goal is the top right box on 
the screen. Simply enter in your troop goal and hit update. Now, throughout the sale, the Troop Achievement bar to 
the left will update as your sales increase. 

You have now finished setting up your troop in Smart Cookies! 
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Placing Your Initial Order
In this lesson, we will walk through how to place your initial order. The initial order should be based on several 
factors, including: 

• Number of Girls participating in the cookie sale  and their sales goals

• Troop sales goals

• And any previous troop sales history or the average for new troops based on grade level

To help you in determining your initial order amounts, go to CookieCalculator.com, which will pull together these 
factors to give you a recommendation of how much of each variety to include in your initial order. This website 
will also include the minimum quantity needed to earn the initial order patch for the girls and the key chain for the 
adults.

Once you’re ready to input your initial order, log in to ABCSmartCookies.com. Select your role if you have more than 
one, and once you’re logged in, navigate to the Orders heading, and select troop initial order. 

For returning troops, you’ll see information from the last cookie season on the initial order screen, including:

• Total number of packages sold

• Your Per Girl Average, 

• The initial order from last year, 

• And the initial order value. 

Once you submit this year’s initial order, that information will be shown as well. 

Let’s scroll down to the order section of the page. Here, you can easily see the troop order deadline, which is 
January 9th. Also, note that the order will be built by number of cookies for the troop as a whole, and will be 
measured in packages. As a reminder, there are 12 packages in a case.



To enter your initial order, simply type in the number of packages you’d like of each variety. At the bottom, it will 
show you the total number of packages and cases that you’ve included. Since your order must be in full cases by 
variety, Smart Cookies will automatically add on the extra cookies needed to make a full case. 

You can enter in order notes for reference if you’d like as well. 

Once you’re satisfied with your order, click Save at the bottom of the screen. From here, you will see a pop up 
screen that will walk you through how to schedule your delivery. Troops using a mega drop will have more than one 
delivery location available, and you will see the options here from which you can select. Troops using a mini drop 
will see only one option for your initial delivery pick up, and you will be automatically assigned to that location. 

After you have your location, you can choose a date, time of day, hour, and start time of your delivery pick up. After 
you click save, you’ll receive a confirmation message saying your Delivery Station was successfully saved, and your 
delivery information will now show up at the bottom of the initial order screen. If you need to change your time or 
location, simply hit the Edit Delivery Location button. 

Your initial order and delivery station can be edited up until the Troop Order Deadline Date, located at the top of 
the screen in red. Also next to the Troop Order Deadline in red, you can see when the order was last edited, and by 
whom. 

When your order is finalized and you are ready to submit to River Valleys, click on the “Ready For Review” toggle at 
the top or bottom of the page and hit save. This signifies to your Service Unit Cookie Manager that your order is 
ready. Please note, that once you have saved that your order is ready for review, you will no longer be able to make 
changes. If you need to make changes after this point, you will need to contact your Service Unit Cookie Manager or 
River Valleys. 

Now you have submitted your Troop Initial Order!
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Sign Up for a Council-Secured Cookie Booth
In this lesson, we will cover how to sign up for a Council-Secured Cookie Booth. 

To start, let’s sign in to ABCSmartCookies.com. Select your role if you have more than one, and navigate to the 
Booth heading, and select Schedule Booths. 

You’ll notice that in Smart Cookies, Council-Secured Booths are called “First Come, First Served” Booths. 

At the top of the page, River Valleys will have pre-populated the time frame for when First Come, First Served 
booths can be scheduled. You can click the arrow on the right to see additional upcoming Reservation Rounds. 

If a Reservation Round is Open, it will appear white. If it is not open, it will be blue. 

Also indicated at the top of the page is the number of premium and non-premium locations that can be selected in 
the current reservation round. 

Premium booths designate a rare, high-performing booth that usually have fewer than 10 spots available throughout 
the sale. For example, IDS or Excel Energy Center would be premium booths. 

The map below displays where Premium and Non-Premium booths are located. You can search for a specific 
booth, or use the filters at the top to narrow your search. 



Once you click on booth location from the scroll bar on the left, you’ll be taken to a calendar view of available dates. 
The dates with open times will appear blue. When you click on a date, available appointment times will appear 
below. Select a time, and hit save. Once saved, a message will appear at the bottom of the screen that says “You 
have successfully requested this FCFS booth.” If you have already reached the limit for Premium or Non-Premium 
booth reservations, one of these messages will appear instead: 

To view your booth reservations, go to “My Reservations” under the Booth heading. The “My Reservations” screen 
shows all Premium, Non-Premium, and Troop Secured Booth Requests. If you need to cancel a booth reservation, 
scroll to the right using the scroll bar, and click on the three dots. Once you select “Remove Reservation,” a message 
will appear asking if you are sure, or to go back, because a booth reservation cannot be retrieved once deleted. If 
accidentally deleted, you would need to go back through the reservation process from the beginning to rebook that 
booth assignment. But please note that another troop may book the booth in the meantime. 

Know that any time a booth reservation is added or deleted, an email notification will be sent to the Troop’s contact 
email address. 
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Sign Up for a Troop-Secured Cookie Booth
In this lesson, we will cover how to request a troop-secured cookie booth. 

Troop-secured booths are booths that are planned and organized by the troop, and must receive River Valleys 
approval. 

To start, let’s log in to ABCSmartCookies.com, navigate to the Booth heading, and select Troop Secured Booth. 

On this first page, you’ll enter in the booth information, including store name and address. The store name is the 
chain name of the store, for example Walgreens. Location information can be the specific name of that spot. For 
example Walgreens Brooklyn Center. 

Below is where you enter the troop contact information. This will automatically default to the system user that is 
entering the information. 

The Location contact section is optional. 

Please leave the Booth Permission box unchecked. 

At the bottom of the screen, there is an open field available to enter notes. Please provide any additional helpful 
information for River Valleys to review. 



When you click save, you will be directed to this screen. The next step is to set up your appointment times by 
clicking on the “Request Appointment Time” button. 

Select your date, and then select the time range. 

By clicking on the Request Appointment Time button again, you can request multiple dates and timeslots after 
each appointment is saved. 

Press the Request Troop Secured Booth to complete.

Once complete, click on “Go to Troop Reservations” to view and confirm the requests.  



The troop-secured booth request will be listed with all the council-secured, or first come, first served, booths. Each 
time slot will be shown as a request. 

If you want to go back and add another time later, scroll to the right and click the three dots at the end of the row, 
and click on booth details. Select appointment times at the top of the screen, and then you can request additional 
appointment times. 

If we go back to the troop reservations page, you’ll now see your new troop secured booth request on a separate 
line listed as pending. 

Once a request is approved by River Valleys, the status will change from Pending to Approved. 

Council will send the troop an email via Smart Cookies when the booth is approved or denied. If denied, the email 
will include a reason.

If your troop cannot attend a requested booth timeslot, please remember to delete your reservation. This removes 
the booth from the GSUSA booth finder application available to the public. 

To delete the booth, scroll to the right and click the three dots at the end of the row, and select “Remove 
Reservation.” 

You have now requested a troop secured cookie booth!
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Understanding the Dashboard
In this lesson, we will go through the troop dashboard, which is your greatest tool for keeping tabs on how the sale 
is going for your troop. On the dashboard, you can see: 

• Your troop goal and achievement bar

• A summary of sales

• Messages from Council or your Service Unit Cookie Manager

• Participation stats

• A Financial Summary for your troop

• And a Summary of packages sold by girl, by variety

Let’s log in to ABCSmartCookies.com and we’ll walk through the dashboard from top to bottom. 

The first row of summary boxes gives you a quick snapshot of sales in your service unit for this cookie season and 
last season. The summary boxes included are: 

• Per girl average, 

• Inventory: Total Ordered, which includes any inventory received by the troop, such as the initial order, 
cupboard pick-ups, troop to troop transfers, and virtual cookie share, or Operation Cookie Care Package 
donations. 

• Total Sold: meaning inventory that has been transferred to girls. This includes Troop to girl and girl to troop 
transfers and virtual cookie share donations. 

• And finally, the inventory your troop has on hand. 

You can click on the “Details” button of any of these boxes if you want to see the breakdown by variety. 

Next is the Important Dates and Action Items section, where you’ll find deadlines and tasks set by River Valleys or 
your Service Unit Cookie Manager. 

Below that, the message section is where messages from River Valleys or your Service Unit Cookie Manager will 
show up throughout the sale. 

If we keep scrolling down, The Stats section shows girl participation rates compared to last year, and online sales 
participation. 

The Financial Summary section is where you see a see a quick summary of finances for your service unit. You can 
click on the little i if you need any definitions of the terms used here. 

The Final section, Sold by Cookies, shows total sales by girl, by variety. Here is where you can see total packages 
transferred to each girl. If you click the three dots at the right and select “view girl,” you can see that girl’s activity 
page, including her online sales and any cheers she has received. 
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Managing Troop Inventory
In this lesson, we will review how to manage your troop orders and provide an overview of the types of cookies 
transfers you will see during the sale in Smart Cookies. 

First, let’s log in to ABCSmartCookies.com and select a troop role. Hover over the orders heading and select 
“Manage Orders.” This Manage Orders page displays all transactions related to the troop and provides access to 
view, edit, and delete orders as needed during the sale. 

The first section at the top will show a summary of your troop sales activity. 

• You can see All transactions received by the troop here. This total includes your initial order, transfers, and 
reorders. 

• The Sold box shows ALL cookies that have been transferred to Girls or reported as sold at Booth sales. 

• The On Hand box shows what the troop currently has in inventory. 

• Note that these summary boxes display amounts in cases, which means they might be rounded up. 

Below the summary boxes is where you’ll find a record of transactions that have occurred. To view all transactions, 
select “ALL” and then “Apply Search Parameters.” To view only certain transactions, check the type of order you 
want to see, such as transfer orders, hit “Apply Search Parameters,” and those specific transactions will appear on 
the screen. 

You can further refine your search by clicking the “Refine Search” dropdown. Here, you can select a girl to see all 
transaction related to that specific girl. You can also do this by typing her name into the Keyword search box. 

The page allows you to search and filter in numerous ways, including by date, by order number, by transaction type, 
and more. We encourage you to get creative!

Once you have selected the transactions you wish to view, the bottom of the Manage Orders page will show in 
detail all the data from the transactions you’ve selected. Note that you have the option to view the orders in cases, 
packages, or cases/packages. 

At the bottom of the screen, you can go to additional pages if you have many transactions selected, and you can 
see the total cookies included in your selected transactions, by variety. Click the arrow below if you want to see 
additional summaries. 

Note that any of these transaction views can also be exported to Excel. 

Let’s go over the most common kinds of transactions. 

The Initial Order is the first order the volunteer enters before the start of the Cookie Season. It can be found by 
selecting Initial order from the top, or by filtering the Type column. You can view your initial order at any time by 
clicking the three dots to the right. Initial orders can be edited until you designate it “Ready for Review,” or up until 
the Troop Order Due Date.

Transfers are conducted to manage your inventory. As a troop volunteer, you will be able to see four types of 
transfers on this page: 

1. The first type is Girl Transfers, which includes: 

• Troop to Girl (, or transferring cookies to a girl)

• And Girl to Troop (, or transferring cookies back to the troop from a girl)

2. Second, you’ll see Cupboard pickups and exchanges, including



• Cupboard to Troop (which shows what your troop picked up at a cupboard)

• Troop to Cupboard (which shows what your troop might have brought back to the cupboard as part of an 
exchange)

3. The third type is Transfers between troops, which includes 

• Both transfers into your troop

• And transfers out of your troop

4. And Last, Operation Cookie Care Package donations will show on this pages as cookie share. 

These transactions will show the date, the order number, the type, and who the cookies were transferred to and 
who they were from. Both Troop to Girl and Girl to Troop transfers can be edited right from this page using the 
three dots on the right. Note, that any cookies assigned using the Smart Booth Divider will show up here as Troop 
to Girl transfers, but they cannot be edited from this page. For more information about editing booth sales, see our 
additional videos. 

Cookie Shares are Operation Cookie Care Package, or virtual donation orders. You can view these by selecting 
Cookie Share from the top, or by filtering the Type column. These orders can be edited by clicking the three dots, 
unless the order was assigned using the Smart Booth Divider. We’ll cover tracking donations in depth in a later 
video.

The next video will cover how to conduct a cookie transfer in Smart Cookies. 
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Entering Cookie Transfers
In this lesson, we will review how to conduct Troop Cookie Transfers. As a troop volunteer, you have the ability to 
enter  

• Troop to Girl transfers

• And Girl to Troop transfers. 

Cupboard to troop or troop to troop transfers must be done at the Service Unit or Council level. 

Girl Cookie Transfers are used to transfer cookie inventory from the troop inventory to a girl, and vice versa. A Troop 
to Girl transfer removes the inventory from the Troop, and credits the Girl’s inventory. 

Let’s log in to ABCSmartCookies.com as a troop volunteer. Once in, hover over the Orders heading and click on 
“Transfer Order.” Select the type of transfer you want to do at the top, scroll down, and click the arrow next to Girl. 

As a troop user, the Service Unit and Troop number will already be pre-populated for you. 

Click on which girl in the Troop will receive the transfer, or you can search for her name. 

Once you select the girl, hit “Apply” at the bottom of the screen. Two types of transfers can be entered on this page: 

• Packages

• And Booth Packages. 

Note: We recommend that you use the Smart Booth Divider to enter Booth Sales data and credit girls accordingly. 
Reporting sales through the Smart Booth Divider allows you to credit the girls and provide the data to River Valleys 
at the same time. For instructions on how to use the Smart Booth Divider, please see our additional videos. 

In the package column, enter the number of packages being transferred to the girl by variety to fulfill her Girl 
delivery orders or for door to door sales. Once you transfer these packages, the girl assumes financial responsibility 
for these packages and the total transferred will be included in her total sales number for reward calculations.

Enter any order notes at the bottom, as needed, and click save. Once saved, you can click Print Receipt at the 
bottom of the page to see a printable confirmation page with the transfer details, you can make another transfer, or 
go to the Manage Orders page, where you can view all troop transactions. 

If you go to the Manage Orders page, you will now see that the packages you transferred to the girl have moved 
from the On Hand summary box to the Sold summary box. The girl will also now be able to see these packages 
included in her “Sales Credited to Me” section when she logs in to the Girl Dashboard. 
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Recording Cookie Booth Sales
In this lesson, we’ll cover the Smart Booth Divider. The Smart Booth Divider is the way to quickly and easily assign 
cookies sold at cookie booths to girls in your troop. We’ll cover: 

• Distributing cookies for each booth

• Distributing all cookie booth packages at the end of the sale

• Editing transactions within the smart booth divider

We recommend distributing cookie booth sales after each booth to make it easier to keep accurate records, so we 
will cover that method first. 

After you’re logged in to ABCSmartCookies.com, go to the Booth heading and click on My Reservations. This is 
where you can see all your council and troop secured booths. 

To access the Smart Booth Divider, first locate the booth for which you want to record sales. You can eliminate your 
pending or denied booths by unchecking this box, or you can search for a keyword using the search box. 

When you find the booth you want, use the scroll bar to scroll to the right, click on the three dots, and select “Smart 
Booth Divider.” 

The top half of the screen is where you enter in the total sales for that booth, by variety. Be sure to put them in as 
packages. 

After you have the sales inputted, click the “Save and Distribute Sales” button. 

Next, the “Select Troop Girls” box will appear, where you can select the girls that were present at that booth. Once 
all the selected girls are checked, hit Continue. 

The girls selected will now appear on this grid showing that the Divider has automatically divided the packages 
sold as evenly as possible to those girls. Any remaining packages will appear at the bottom of the grid in red so you 
can manually distribute among the girls. You get to determine which of the girls are credited with the remaining 
packages. 

Repeat for each variety, and when all leftover packages have been completely distributed, the red indicator will 
disappear and will show a zero balance. 

Note, that you can adjust any or all varieties as you’d like at your discretion, provided that the total number 
distributed for each variety matches the total sold within the booth sale. 

Once saved, you’ll see a confirmation message at the bottom of the screen. 

After you’ve saved the distribution, a couple things happen automatically within Smart Cookies: 

• One: The inventory has been transferred from the troop to the girl as a Troop to Girl transfer

• And Two: The girls have received credit for those booth packages sold, which count towards their rewards. 

• Note that the girl is not given financial responsibility for transfers made from cookie booths.

• To view this activity, go to the Manage Orders page, and under the transfers filter, check the “Troop to Girl” 
transfers option to see the transfers created for each of the girls that participated in that booth sale. All Smart 
Booth Divider Troop to Girl transfers will be in “view” only mode and cannot be edited within the Manage 
Orders screen. We’ll go over how to edit booth sale distributions in a little bit. 

Let’s go back to the booth reservations page. 



Another option for distributing booth sales is distributing all booth cookies at the end of the sale. By using the 
“Distribute Total Booth Sales” button. If you want more information on this, please refer to the PDF instructions.

Finally, let’s go over how to edit booth transactions within the smart booth divider. From the My Reservations page, 
find the booth you need to change and select the smart booth divider. 

If you need to add or remove girls from the distribution, look to the bottom of the chart for the “Edit Girls” button. 

Once clicked, you can check and uncheck the boxes next to the girls’ names to reassign the booth sales. For 
example, I had checked Elizabeth Bennet when I meant to check Jane Bennet. 

From here, you will see the corrected girls’ names on the grid and will have to manually redistribute the remaining 
packages that could not be evenly distributed again. Once all remaining packages are distributed and the Packages 
left to Distribute line shows all zeros, click save. 

Let’s say you need to edit the totals sold at the booth. For example, I mis-typed the number of Thin Mints that were 
sold at this booth. 

Click the “Edit Booth Sales” button at the top of the screen. First, you’ll get a notice warning that any distribution you 
had already assigned to girls will be lost if you make changes to the total sales. 

I can then change the number of Thin Mint packages sold at this booth. Once satisfied, click the Save and 
Distribute Sales button, and the “Select Troop Girls” grid will appear. Check the same girls again who attended that 
booth event, or add or delete attendees as needed. Click Continue. 

From here you will again need to manually distribute the remaining packages that could not evenly be distributed. 

To view your updated transfers created for the girls, go to the managed orders page and filter for troop to girl 
transfers. 
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Tracking Donations
In this lesson, we’ll discuss the difference between the two cookie donation programs, how to tell the difference in 
Smart Cookies, and how to enter cookie donations within Smart Cookies. We encourage troops to promote cookie 
donations to your customers because it is a way to give back through the cookie sale, and it is a great help with 
inventory management toward the end of the sale. 

When a customer says they would like to donate a box of cookies, there are two ways you can track that donation: 

• Operation Cookie Care Package, and

• Cookies for the Community

Operation Cookie Care Package is organized at the council level and is taken out of council inventory. When you list 
a cookie donation as Operation Cookie Care Package, River Valleys takes care of donating those packages to military 
support organizations on your behalf. The troop never actually sees or touches those packages. 

Cookies for the Community, on the other hand, is organized by the troop and the troop gets to decide where to 
donate those packages. The donations come out of the troop’s inventory and the troop personally delivers them to 
the chosen organization. 

In Smart Cookies, you will see different terminology for these two programs, but they function the same. 

Operation Cookie Care Package is known as Virtual cookie share in Smart Cookies. You can think of it as virtual, 
since your troop never actually touches the donated packages. It all happens virtually. It is also sometimes simply 
called “Cookie Share” in Smart Cookies. 

Cookies for the Community is known as Tracked Cookie Share in Smart Cookies. These are donations that are 
tracked at the troop level. 

First, we’ll go through how to add an Operation Cookie Care Package, or virtual cookie share donation in Smart 
Cookies. 

Once you’re logged in to ABCSmartCookies.com, go to the Orders heading and select Virtual Cookie Share. Here you 
can see all the girls in your troop (note that if you have more than 10 girls in your troop, you might have to go to the 
next page to find the girl you are looking for). Simply enter in the number of virtual cookie share donations for each 
girl, in packages. 

Enter in any order notes as needed, and click save. You will then see a confirmation message at the bottom of your 
screen, and the order number will be shown at the top. 

You can enter one order or multiple orders through the end of the sale. 

To view your virtual cookie share donations, go to the Orders heading and select Manage Orders. Filter your results 
for cookie share by using either the search parameters at the top or filtering the type column to Cookie_Share to 
see the virtual cookie share donations you have entered. 

Again, the cookie share donations that show up on the manage orders page are VIRTUAL cookie share, or Operation 
Cookie Care Package. 

If you want to edit an order, click on the three dots at the far right end of the row, and select Edit Order. This takes 
you back to the virtual cookie share order, where you can edit the amounts as necessary. 

When you add a virtual cookie share donation, this adds the packages to your troop’s inventory and your troop 
assumes financial responsibility for the added packages. You’ll also see that these packages have been added to 
the Ordered and Sold summary boxes at the top of the Manage Orders page. 



Next, let’s do a tracked cookie share donation in Smart Cookies. Go to the Orders heading and select Tracked 
Cookie Share. Again, with Tracked Cookie Share, the troop gets to decide where these donated cookies go. 

To add a recipient, click the Manage Recipients button at the top of the screen. Here is where you can add or delete 
recipients. 

Once you’ve added your recipients, you can assign tracked cookie share packages to the girls in the troop. Note that 
you can only select one recipient per girl. 

Select the recipient for the girl, and then type in the number of tracked cookie share donation packages for that girl 
in the Other column. You can ignore the Initial Order column. 

Adding a tracked cookie share donation does not add inventory to your troop like with the virtual cookie share. A 
tracked cookie share essentially places a hold on packages that are already in your troop’s inventory, saying that you 
plan to donate these packages at the end of the sale. 

Because you do not have to say which varieties you are donating, this is a great tool to help you when you are trying 
to sell down your inventory at the end of the sale. 

Finally, if you want to see the total donations by girl for both Operation Cookie Care Package and Cookies for the 
Community, you can run the Track Cookie Share Report. This report will show a Cookie Share column that is the 
total across both donation types.
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Troop Banking
This lesson will cover the basics for money handling within Smart Cookies, including: 

• Girl transactions

• Troop banking

• And ACH preparations.

Let’s start with how you can track that girls have turned in money to the troop. 

To track payments by girls go to Finances > Financial Transactions. We’ll come back to the troop transactions tab in 
a minute, so go ahead and click on Girl Transactions. 

Click the “Add a Girl Transaction” button at the bottom of the screen. Select a girl, choose Payment from the “Type” 
dropdown menu, and choose your Payment Method. (Note: as long as you use the Smart Booth Divider for your 
booth sales, you don’t need to use Booth Credit.) Choose the date, dollar amount, and you can add in a reference or 
notes if you wish. Click Save. 

Now you can see her payment. 

The Girl Balance Summary Report – linked at bottom of page – is a great report to share with families. Simply put in 
the name of the girl you want to run the report with and you’ll get a PDF you can email to the family.

Now to handle troop banking. If we click back on the Troop Transactions tab, you’ll notice that it is blank. This page 
tracks what has been paid to council and will only update after the ACH to council occurs. You will not be able to 
edit this page, and it won’t show the deposits you make into your troop’s bank account. You will need to keep a 
record of those deposits outside of Smart Cookies.

To prepare for the ACH, you need to a couple things in Smart Cookies:

1. First, Confirm that your bank account and routing number are listed under My Troop > Troop Information.

2. Second, you should confirm that you have enough funds in your bank account before each ACH. The first ACH 
will be $1 per package owned by the troop. You can check for the amount by going to your dashboard and 
looking at Inventory: Total Ordered. For the second ACH at the end of the sale, you can scroll down the page 
for the Financial Summary and look at the Balance Due.

3. The week after each ACH, you should go back to the Financial Transactions page and confirm the ACH amount 
is showing and matches what was debited from your troop’s bank account.



Troop Smart Cookies Training: After the Sale

Ordering Rewards
This lesson covers how to place your rewards order for your girls at the end of the sale.

Many troops find it easiest to wait until the end of the sale to make reward choices all at once. When you are ready 
to begin your recognition order, log in to ABCSmartCookies.com. 

The first time you go to set up rewards for your troop, go to Recognitions > and Create Recognition Order. Choose 
Main from the plan type and click Create Order.

This pop up will show you each girl and the rewards she has earned. Each girl’s name is listed on the left and after 
clicking on it, her rewards will show in the middle. Red names mean you need to review them. Red reward levels 
mean there is a choice that needs to be made. [make a couple choices] Click Save and Exit.

On the Manage Recognitions page, I can now see the troop’s recognition order. If I click on the pencil, I can go in and 
make changes to what each girl has chosen. 

If you add more cookies to a girl, she will update to add on more reward levels.

If the status is R (for review), you still need to make choices for your girls. Once the status updates to U (for 
uncommitted), that means you’ve completed making choices and can submit the order. Once you’re completely 
done, click the check box to commit your order. The status will update to T to mean you have committed it. 

If you see the status change to S, D or C, it means a service unit volunteer or River Valleys staff member submitted 
your troop’s order.

Note that the initial order patch, donation rewards, and troop rewards will not show in Smart Cookies. Council will 
calculate those for you automatically and contact you with any questions via email.

One more note, if you go to the Create Recognitions page and see this popup, it means you already started your 
rewards and need to go to the Manage Recognition Order page instead. Each troop can only “create” one order.


